MANUFACTURING OUR FUTURE
THE PROJECT

SAMPLE SNAPSHOT

Manufacturing Our Future – a Hunter
Research Foundation (HRF) Regional
Competitiveness project - delivering
insights that move the Hunter Region
forward.

RANGE THE CHALLENGE SPECTRUM

As regional economies are increasingly
acknowledged as key drivers of
global economic competitiveness, the
Hunter needs a regional approach to
the issues facing our manufacturers
before it is too late to maintain a viable
manufacturing base.
HRF thanks our collaborators, through
our Stakeholder Advisory Group,
particularly Australian Industry Group
(AiGroup) and HunterNet; and the small
and medium Hunter manufacturing
businesses who generously took part
in the research.
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REGIONAL COMPETITIVENESS
MANUFACTURING OUR FUTURE

STAGE 1
As a first step, HRF researchers reviewed recent national
and international studies on the future of manufacturing.

NATIONAL CONTEXT
Manufacturing has traditionally ‘punched above its
weight’ in terms of export earnings and innovation
within the Australian economy, contributing 25 per
cent of Australia’s business research and development
(R&D) spend and one-third of our national merchandise
exports. Australia’s fastest-growing advanced services
exports are in engineering services. Manufacturing is
also a training ground for many of the practical skills
underpinning Australia’s economy and critical to its
future sustainability. As recently as 2009, manufacturing
accounted for 35 per cent of all traditional trade
apprenticeship completions.

• Advanced manufacturing – “mass customisation”
not “mass production”; innovation intensive
niche markets
• Demographic imperative – ageing population and
workforce

REGIONAL CONTEXT - INNOVATIVE
LOCAL MANUFACTURERS
Manufacturing is the third largest industry of
employment in the Region, behind health and social
assistance, and retail trade. This is despite the strong
headwinds the sector has faced through increasing
global competition, exacerbated by a strong Australian
dollar, and most recently the downturn in mining
investment in the Region. The majority of the Hunter’s
manufacturing employment is in small/medium

IDENTIFYING MEGA TRENDS

enterprises (SMEs) in the machinery and equipment

The key global mega trends shaping the future of

manufacturing sectors.

manufacturing in the Hunter are:
• The Asian century – Asia is a market, as well as a
competitor
• Globalisation – of markets and value chains
• Technological change – particularly digitisation of
the economy e.g. 3-D printing

manufacturing, and primary metal and product
With the support of our Advisory Group, HRF identified
and talked with nine Hunter firms that have adapted to
some of the competitive challenges. This confirmed that
the national and international trends shaping the future
of manufacturing, and providing keys to success, apply
equally in the Hunter.

ENABLERS OF COMPETITIVENESS
Local manufacturers who had weathered some of the challenges facing the sector shared some or all
of the characteristics highlighted in national and international studies of innovative businesses:
• Information seekers and users – they scan their business environment, find or develop niche markets, know
about value chains, and have a customer / problem-solving focus
• Innovators – investing in R&D (mostly in-house), value-adding through servitisation, focusing on core capabilities
rather than products, and selective collaboration (including with competitors with complementary capabilities)
• Investors in their people – particularly apprenticeships, traineeships and in-house training
• Re-investors - they have access to capital to reinvest in the business
• Leaders – fostering a culture that is strategic and outward looking, use lean operations, and import strategically

These characteristics are associated with important enablers of competitiveness:
• Collaboration – with customers, suppliers, research organisations (universities and CSIRO), and selectively
with competitors
• Innovation – incremental improvement in products, services or processes
• Strategic planning – with a medium to long-term view, and the assistance of external advice (e.g. from Board)
• Being part of a global supply chain
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STAGE 2
There has been a build-up of collaboration among

and challenges over the last five years; development

key Hunter stakeholders in recent months, as we work

of new or improved processes, services or products

together to develop regional initiatives to support local

(innovations); future planning; and suggestions for

manufacturers to sustain and grow their businesses

regional initiatives to support the industry in the Hunter.

in an increasingly competitive environment. HRF’s

Predominantly SMEs with less than 50 employees, more

Manufacturing Our Future
project built on these efforts
by going to the ‘horse’s
mouth’ to identify the enablers
and barriers to increased
competitiveness for Hunter
manufacturers, and to hear
their ideas for practical regional
initiatives or strategies to

than half were experiencing

“We changed from a
manufacturing business that

with 45 manufacturers who
each talked in-depth to us
about their business: its
products, markets, staffing and
ownership structure; changes

thirds had reduced their
workforce in the last 12-18

happened to sell to a sales and

months. Their views provide

marketing organisation that

thinking of key stakeholders

happens to manufacture.”

support the sector.
We had one-to-one discussions

falls in profitability and two-

valuable insights to inform the
about initiatives that can
increase the competitiveness of
Hunter manufacturing.

“Look for what makes
Newcastle and the Hunter
unique, then promote and
market it outwardly.”

Not all manufacturers are equal,
facing a range of different
challenges. To improve
competitiveness is not a
matter of ‘one size fits all’: a
raft of solutions is needed.

BARRIERS TO COMPETITIVENESS
The impact of the global mega trends on Hunter manufacturers was evident in the major external
and internal challenges they identified, including:
• Increased competition, particularly from overseas, but also within the domestic market
• Changes in major industries to which they supply, especially mining, rail, defence
• Off-shoring of major projects
• Need to change / innovate / evolve business models and processes
• Increased costs including wages and other business costs (taxes, transport, energy)
In addition, local manufacturers nominated lesser, but still important challenges in accessing funding to change
or grow the business, availability of suitable staff or training, the increased cost and complexity of accreditation,
permits, tender preparation and the like, and the high Australian dollar and state of the Australian economy.
Barriers to increased competitiveness and access to broader markets for Hunter manufacturers are interrelated
and in many cases the reverse side of the coin to the enablers. They include operating in isolation, lack of
information about how to implement a recognised need for change, lack of strategic or business planning
process, and exclusion from global supply chains.

Hunter manufacturers showed a strong link between declining profitability (as a measure of lack
of competitiveness) and:
• Not having a formalised strategic business planning process
• Not being part of a global supply chain or exporting
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THE RESPONSE
Imagine a Hunter Manufacturing Region
where firms are hooked into diverse global
value chains, with an international reputation
for quality, reliability, design and customer
service. Collaborations and partnerships
between firms, and research and training
hubs generate a culture of innovation and
a highly skilled workforce which underpins
the Hunter’s sustainable economy. This is the
future we are working together to create.

WHAT CAN BE DONE

Initiatives to increase competitiveness
of Hunter manufacturing
HRF’s Manufacturing Our Future project has yielded
suggested regional initiatives that closely parallel
those developed by key stakeholders through the

It was apparent that an important element of any
practical initiative will be a capacity to deliver it on a
personalised basis to very busy managers who must
focus on the day-to-day business.
Three broad areas of alignment between suggestions
from manufacturers (bottom up) and suggestions from
the Summit and other stakeholder groups (top down)
were:
• Initiatives to attract major infrastructure and large
contracts (including Government) to the Hunter, e.g.
establish Hunter as an advanced manufacturing ‘zone’
• Initiatives to attract investment to support start-ups
• Initiatives to support/increase innovation (and
commercialisation) including collaboration between
firms and universities to establish research hubs and
publicising these effectively.

Future of Manufacturing and Engineering Summit, held

INITIATIVES UNDER WAY

in Newcastle in July and auspiced by AiGroup, HRF,

Initiatives that have already been launched by industry

HunterNet and Hunter Business Chamber.
Suggestions from manufacturers emphasised:
• Efforts to attract large infrastructure projects
and large contracts, and increased marketing
opportunities, including into global markets
• Incentives and support for business from government
and major industries, especially for diverse and new
industries, and including creative financial
opportunities to support investment
• Collaboration with universities, development of
research/business hubs and R&D grants to support
innovation
• Skills training across the board, including business
planning, marketing and innovation, supported by

groups following the Manufacturing Summit include:
1. Three major players close to formalising agreement
for collaboration on regional projects
2. Brand “Hunter Advanced Manufacturing” has been
registered
3. Outreach by University of Newcastle to manufacturers
showcasing skills and research opportunities, and
building on the AiGroup/HunterNet joint Innovation
Cluster forums with University of Newcastle
Engineering and other staff
4. Joint international opportunities for local
manufacturers are being canvassed with University of
Newcastle and industry groups

government and major industry

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER REGIONAL ACTION
Potential initiatives identified through Manufacturing Our Future that require further exploration
and would need stakeholder support and funding include:
• Business mentoring, especially around strategic planning
• Demonstrating to Australian and NSW governments the value of local procurement, linking to regional social
and economic wellbeing
• Scholarship or other mechanism to support embedding 3rd Year or Honours university students in firms.
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